Future-ready retailing is the new way forward. Are you ready?

Accelerate buying. Simplify retailing.

Struggling to satisfy and retain customers in today’s fast-changing retail landscape?

Switch to a retail solution that:

- Provides robust retailing functionality
- Supports ongoing retail roadmap
- Is underpinned by integrated finance capabilities
- Easily integrates with current systems

**IBM Retail Solution for Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations**

Designed to enhance Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations and reduce implementation risks

- Reduce the **time and effort** spent on managing product and pricing data while improving cross-functional critical path efficiencies
- Improve **stock management** processes by building trust in stock positions to help business improve return on stock investment
- Develop a robust **stock position** and **streamlined order flow** which allow a positive impact on customer satisfaction, and help reduce contact centre order-to-call ratios
- Optimize **pricing mixes** and create **price points** based on SKU data with the ‘price modelling wizard’ functionality
- Stop the proportional dependency between growth and resources through reduced **manual intervention**, **aligned business metrics** and **improved reporting**
- Advance **forecasting, budgeting** and **inventory management** which in turn can enable better reporting of product data and margin tracking
- Leverage IBM’s deep industry experience in process automation to **make low-risk, cost-and-time-effective implementation possible**